Costs of Madore's Alternative 4 add up for Clark County

Exact amount difficult to determine, but it's in tens of thousands
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Clark County taxpayers may never know how much it cost for Councilor David Madore to create his now defunct Alternative 4 — but there's no doubt that to date, the alternative has added tens of thousands of dollars in additional costs to the county's 20-year growth plan.

With several months of work to go before Clark County submits its plan to the state Commerce Department, the county's Community Planning department has spent about $1.29 million since mid-2013 on the 2016 Comprehensive Growth Management Plan update. The zoning and growth plan will determine where and how the county prepares for two decades of projected growth.

Exactly how much of that went to Madore's Alternative 4, policies related to the alternative, and early work by the Clark County council on a rural plan is unclear. Community Planning Director Oliver Orjiako, however, said the county has undoubtedly "incurred extra costs" as a result of Alternative 4.

Some costs of Alternative 4, which would have allowed some rural landowners to subdivide their properties further than currently allowed, are obvious.

The county, for example, approved a $50,000 contract with Mercer-Island-based R.W. Thorpe and Associates to analyze planning assumptions written by Madore, a Republican, to support Alternative 4. Documents from Community Planning indicate that the county has so far paid about $17,600 of that contract.

The county also had to pay additional costs to Environmental Science Associates, a Seattle firm conducting the environmental review of the plan, as a result of Alternative 4. Last year, the county council approved an additional $41,267 for Alternative 4. That increased its original $99,936 contract with the firm to more than $141,000. With the final environmental review still to go, the county has paid $104,210 so far for that contract.

Information from the county's Geographic Information Systems department also reveals details about the cost of Alternative 4. The GIS department, which develops maps for the comprehensive growth management plan, dedicated about $54,270 in staff time to create Alternatives 1, 2 and 3, zoning proposals developed by professional planning staff.

But early work researching a rural alternative at the request of the Clark County council, as well as the development of Alternative 4, cost about $38,590 in staff time, according to county documents obtained through a public records request. That's about 71 percent of the combined costs of the previous three alternatives.

Work on Alternative 4 likely cost county taxpayers more, though it is impossible to break down exactly how much more based on the county's accounting records. Community planning staffers, for example, do log the number of hours they spend working on the growth plan, but do not specify exactly what they're working on.

Alternative 4, which has been at the heart of controversy over the growth plan for more than a year, was removed as the county's preferred alternative at a heated and emotional meeting last week. The council instead approved a preferred alternative made up of proposals developed by the county's planning staff.

The council will confirm its preferred alternative at its 6 p.m. meeting today at the Public Service Center at 1300 Franklin St in Vancouver.
Hector Hinojosa
So much more costs to come because of it, and not just in money.
Reply · 3 · 10 hrs

Timothy J O'Leary · Vancouver, Washington
It is too bad that we can not make Madore pay for this....After all he spent that much on his and Pike's election bid (if not more).....
Reply · 3 · 10 hrs

Kurt Wolfe · Father Confessor at Church of Kurt
Oh look, he's working on the Dick Cheney sneer. His true self is revealed.
Reply · 2 · 9 hrs

Neil Rylander
We, whoever we are, made a mistake in voting him into office. There are many people I meant along the way were very successful, but would never be like Madore. People, with good character. People that know me and may see this post. I can't think of one who'd act like Madore.
Reply · 2 · 9 hrs

Kurt Cross
Madore is a bum
Reply · 8 hrs

Dick Rylander · Battle Ground, Washington
The "other three" voted to construct a new mix which will cost money too. So what? The supposition of this story is that Alt 4 was wrong and never should have been born...there are certainly a number of people who would agree. So, perhaps the story should read "How many tens of thousands of dollars will a "new" GMA plan cost given the vote of "the other three"? I'm thinking the reporter has a bias (Lou...I see you slinking in the background....) and either wrote a story to eluciate their views or senior management told them to write one. So, circling back around...the process is the process so the premise of the story is in and of itself spurious.
Reply · 1 · 8 hrs

David Clark
Katie, you forgot to mention that david's alleged (because Barton actually hired benton, but many "blame" Madore) hire of Benton save the county $27 million.
Reply · 3 hrs

Ernie Hook · Works at Retired
How can one person make so many mistakes, and get away with it? It's time to throw this bum out; my property taxes are already too high for fixed incomes.
Stuart L. Riley · Vancouver, Washington
When was the "fiscal conservative" side of Madore supposed to kick in? Cronyism, lawsuits, fee waivers, and now this. He should be ashamed of himself, if only his ego would allow it.

Lynn Carman · Felida, Washington
This is nothing new when it comes to spending money by a Councilor/Commissioner to push an agenda. When is the Columbian going to start digging into past agendas that failed? Ya can start with the West Felida Plan and the agreement that the county had with the neighborhood and failed to follow through. Just how much taxpayers' money has been wasted on agendas?
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